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BOBHANNAH
(continued from page 43)

assumed motive was to pile it on. He is
now the master of the put-down.
Hangtown 1979 was a repeat of this
bravado motocross massacre.

THE MONEY
Frank Zappa once wrote an album

entitled We're Only In It for the Money.
I{ Bob doesn't own a copy, he should.
Winning is everything for Bob, and this
raging passion to win gets its incentive,
insiders say, from a deep psychological
urge to compete, and an abiding
interest in money. If you ask Bob, he'll
say that if it wasn't for the money he
wouldn't be doing it. Motorcycles hold
no aura of mysticism for the National
Cha'mpion. Ridinq for fun has been
replaced by dollar signs. To do
otherwise would be foolish.

How much money has he made?
Nobody knows but Bob and the IRS.
Whatever he made in 1978 will be a
pittance compared to his 1979 earnings.
A professional motocrosser is a
billboard, and Bob is akin to a high-
priced Sunsei Boulevard billboard,
while the rest of the riders represent just
so many Burma Siove signs. Motocross
money doesn't talk, it whispers and
quite often lies. Figuring out what a
rider makes is almost always impossible,
and quite often overexaggerated.
Reliable sources report that you don't
gei Hannah's name on anything for
under $10,000. Even companies with a
reputation for not paying riders to wear
their products, like Bell Helmets, clam
up when Bob Hannah's name is
mentioned. He will reach a life-time
earning figure in the $1,000,000
range by 1980.

POPUTARITY'S EBB AND FLOW
Bob Hannah was the MOTOCROSS

ACTION Rider of the Yeor in 1977. Bob
had just won the 125 National Champion-
ship in 1976 from lormer Rider of the
)zeorwinner Marty Smith. Because
Hannah smote Smith he was a shoe-in
victor of the readers'poll. In 1978 the
tables turned and Smith smote Hannah,
and Marty's 500cc National Champion-
ship made him the most popular rider in
America. Hannah was in a slump in
1977 both with his machines and with
hls public image.

Hannah was able to pull out the
Supercross Championship, but couldn't
attach a National Championship to his
credit that year. Whether the fans are
fickle or Hannah's hiqhiy publicized
tantrums with spectators and autograph'
seekers really hurt him is unknown, but
Bob barely made the top five in the poll.

Last year started out again with
several publicized incidents of Hannah
being, reportedly, rude to fans.
Incidents like these happen all the time,

because a rider must do his lob and
prepare for it in the open. He is under a
constant barrage of reguests. and his
patience can often wear thin. If it wears
through in the presence of the wrong
people it becomes a major incident.

But Hannah, under gentle arm-
twisting and corporate pressure, began
to turn that image around. He made
himself as accessibie to fans as possibie,
and he found that as a major star he
could even indulge the adoring crowds
on occasion. Hannah has been known to
stand in the back of the Yamaha truck
and toss Scott goggles and JT gloves to
the masses. He gives the jerseys and

trophies of each race day away. Hannah
has loosened up with the madding
crowds, and has been rewarded by their
support. Skeptics always abound,
whenever a rider is winning, and
Hannah has as many peopie who .

despise his success as those who revel in
it. But one thing is for sure. Anyone who
has seen him ride can't help but be
impressed.

THERIDERS RUMINATE
Hannah chooses his friends from out

of the ranks of privateers. In the early
days his best friend was Eddie Cole, who
was later replaced by John Savitski.

Hole Shots
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